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Guide to the interactive
The interactive house is designed to educate students about the correct way to dispose of
common household items.
Students make their way through six rooms (they can start in any room) and look for flashing
stars that identify items that require disposal.
A room can be selected by clicking on it. When students start to drag an item towards the
bins, information about that item will appear. This helps them to decide which bin it should
be placed in (organics, recycling, landfill or special collection). After reading the information,
students simply drop the item into one of the bins. If they are correct the item will stay in the
bin. If they are incorrect the item will be ‘spat out’.
Below you will find solutions for each room.

In the garage there are five items: an oily rag, an old paint tin, an old
car battery, building material and a plastic pot.
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In the laundry there are four items: a mop, a single-use nappy, a
laundry liquid bottle and kitty litter.

In the kitchen there are six items: a compostable bag, some foam
trays, a toaster, a meaty bone, a bunch of flowers and a plastic bag.
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In the lounge there are five items: a used tissue, a broken ceramic cup,
a TV, a glass bottle and some batteries.

In the bathroom there are four items: a fluorescent globe, a plastic
toothbrush, an aerosol can and a bamboo toothbrush.
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In the bedroom there are four items: food, clothing, some magazines
and a mobile phone.
After playing the interactive discuss:
•

What items were in each room?

•

Can students think of other items requiring disposal that might be found in each room?

•

What other rooms do students have in their house?

•

Brainstorm items that could be found in those rooms.

•

 o the bins used in this interactive match the ones students have at home? How are their
D
bins the same or different?
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